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The Issue

Bare numeral quantifiers (e.g., one, two, three) are well-known to be ambiguous between a
two-sided and a lower-bounded reading:

(1) 3 dots are red.

a. Exactly 3 dots are red. (two-sided)
b. At least 3 dots are red. (lower-bounded)

As we will see, the semantic mechanisms responsible for this ambiguity are expected to yield
a similar type of ambiguity for the modified numeral ‘between n and m’:

(2) Between 3 and 5 dots are red.

a. At least 3 and at most 5 dots are red. (two-sided)
b. At least 3 dots are red. (lower-bounded)

While this ambiguity seems to be at odds with näıve intuitions, we provide experimental
evidence for its existence.

Theoretical Background

We assume that bare and modified numerals have a basic predicative meaning, which is
turned into a determiner meaning by means of type shifting operations. This proposal is
similar in spirit, although not in letter, to Geurts’ (2006) proposal.

(3) Predicative meanings (where #x denotes the number of atoms which are parts of the plural individual x)

a. [[3]]=�x.#x=3
b. [[between 3 and 5]]=�x.3#x5

(4) Type shifting operations

a. Maximization: M(Phe,ti)=�Q.�R.P(max {y: Q(y) ^ R(y)}) het,etti
b. Existentialization: E(Phe,ti)=�Q.�R.9x[P(x) ^ Q(x) ^ R(x)] het,etti

The two readings of Bare sentences of (1) are derived as follows:

(5) Maximization gives rise to the two-sided reading
[[[(M(3))dots][are red]]]=[[3]](max{y : [[dots]](y) ^ [[red]](y)})
=1 i↵ the maximal plural individual made of red dots contains 3 atomic parts

(6) Existentialization gives rise to the lower-bounded reading
[[[(E(3))dots][are red]]]=9x[3#x5 ^ [[dots]](x) ^ [[red]](x)]
=1 i↵ at least three dots are red

Applying now these operations to Between sentences of (2) yields the following results:

(7) Maximization gives rise to the expected two-sided reading
[[[(M(Between 3 and 5))dots][are red]]]
=[[between 3 and 5]](max{y : [[dots]](y) ^ [[red]](y)})
=1 i↵ the maximal plural individual made of red dots contains [3,5] atomic parts

(8) Existentialization gives rise to a surprising lower-bounded reading
[[[(E(Between 3 and 5))dots][are red]]]
=9x[3#x5 ^ [[dots]](x) ^ [[red]](x)]
=1 i↵ at least 3 dots are red

An instance of van Benthem’s (1986) problem:
‘Existential Closure’ destroys upper bounds.

Experiments 1-3: O✏ine Study (36 participants)

Sentence-Picture Matching Task Using Graded Judgments

Iassess the extent to which the sentence is a correct
description of the situation represented on the picture

Ianswers along a continuous scale by setting with a cursor
the right end of a red line going from ‘No’ to ‘Yes’

Iprevents the salience of two-sided readings from masking
the availability of the less accessible lower-bounded readings

We tested three groups of subjects with respectively a) Between sentences (Exp1) which are
predicted to be ambiguous, b) Between* sentences which are expected to license only
two-sided readings (Exp2), and c) Bare sentences (Exp3). Unambiguous control sentences
with the quantifiers At least or At most were included in each experiment.
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Between (Exp1)
False True ?

Between 3 and 5 dots are red.

Between* (Exp2)
False True False

The number of red dots is comprised between 3 and 5.

Bare (Exp3)
False True True/False

3 dots are red.
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At least (Exp1, 2, 3)
False True True

At least 3 dots are red.

At most (Exp1, 2, 3)
True True False

At most 5 dots are red.

Results and Discussion

Fig1. Mean rating of Target sentences for all picture types Fig2. Mean rating of all sentences for Superior pictures

Evidence in favor of the existence of the investigated ambiguity:

Res1 Between sentences in the Superior condition are judged intermediately between
(a) the same sentence in conditions where both readings are false (Inferior) or both are true
(Intermediate): first group of bars on Fig1, all ts > 3.5, ps < .005.
(b) clearly false (At most) and clearly true (At least) control sentences in the same
condition: first group of bars on Fig2, all ts > 2.9, ps < .01.
Res2 Response patterns show that Between sentences behave the same as ambiguous Bare
sentences, but di↵erently from non-ambiguous Between* sentences: F (4, 99) = 16,
p < .0001 for Fig1; F (4, 99) = 13, p < .0001 for Fig2.

Experiment 4: Time Course Study (33 participants)

Two-Step Sentence-Picture Matching Task Using Absolute Judgments

Our experimental hypothesis: if a sentence is ambiguous between two readings R1 and R2,
response times should be greater when the picture makes R1 true and R2 false than in cases
where the picture makes either both R1 and R2 true or both R1 and R2 false.

The previous design was
minimally modified to
gather response time data

We compared the time course of the interpretation of Between sentences (2) with those of
two genuine cases of ambiguity, namely Bare sentences (1) and Some sentences (9).

(9) Some dots are red.

a. Some but not all dots are red. (two-sided, via scalar implicature)
b. Some dots are red (possibly all). (lower-bounded)

Sentences were paired with pictures that make them either true or false under their two
readings (true and false conditions), and with pictures that make them true under their
lower-bounded reading, but false under their two-sided reading (target condition).

Results and Discussion

True condition [answers=‘true’] // Target condition [answers=‘true’]

False condition [answers=‘false’] // Target condition [answers=‘false’]
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For the three types of ambiguities, we found that correct responses to the true ( ) and
false ( ) unambiguous conditions were faster than the ‘true’ (//) and ‘false’ (//) responses
to the target condition. The first two bars are always shorter than the last two: all
F s > 24, ps < .0001 for all < symbols). No main e↵ect for Response type (‘true’ vs.
‘false’) was found (all F s < 2.3, ns).

Conclusion

Plausible formal semantic approaches to bare and modified numerals predict the possibility
of a lower-bounded reading for ‘between n and m’-sentences, despite the presence of an
explicit upper-bound. We o↵ered two types of experimental evidence for the existence of
this previously unnoticed ambiguity phenomenon.
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